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| Turku University of Applied Sciences  
Business, ICT and Chemical Engineering | The indirect aim for the project is therefore to develop the descriptions of multidisciplinary study modules concerning especially the subjects of business, business law, management, maternity and child health care and mechanical engineering. The purpose of these descriptions is to create basics for further development work in together with the partnership. |
| Kaisa Sorsa  
kaisa.sorsa@turkuamk.fi | The main results of the Responsible Business Professionals for Finland and India trade –project are 2-3 descriptions of the study modules developed together with Indian universities for the sustainable business between Finland and India based on the co-operation, knowledge sharing and field studies during the project. On the other hand the active personnel exchange between partnership universities is other valuable direct result. In addition to the direct results there are obviously indirect results by the project work, for example spill-over effects to the local business communities through partners’ business hubs. |
| **Partners** | The results will be utilized later on with for example by developing joint study programmes and even degrees between Indian and Finnish partners. The project also enables the knowledge sharing between partnership and their local business communities. Indirectly the project also affects into the Finnish-Indian bilateral trade by developing the competences and knowledge of the Finnish companies about the |
| Turku School of Economics  
Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences (KUAS)  
International Management Institute (IMI) Kolkata  
Shyam Lal College/University of New Delhi  
Amity Business School/Amity University Kolkata |  |
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